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tinyB Chocolate debuts Monster Chocolate Pops
Each kit makes four popsicles and retails for $59.
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San Francisco's tinyB has released Monster Chocolate Pops, an at-home chocolate popsicle-making
experience.
The kit allows kids of all ages to make monster, ghost or mummy popsicles with brigadeiro (Brazilian
chocolate truffle) filling. The kit contains everything needed to temper and mold chocolate popsicle
shells, fill with brigadeiro and cover with colorful toppings, making it simple to make chocolate
Halloween ghouls. Kits will be available exclusively online starting on Sept. 5.
ADVERTISEMENT
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“We’ve had such a great reception for our DIY brigadeiro kits, we decided to make a Halloween monster
version,” said tinyB Chocolate founder Renata Stoica, who uses her Brazilian family recipe to make tinyB
brigadeiros. “The kits are a fun at-home activity for families and a great team-building activity in
corporate settings."
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The kit comes with pouches of dark and white chocolate (used to make the outside of the popsicle) and
4-oz. of dark chocolate brigadeiro and pumpkin spice latte brigadeiro for the inside. The kit also
includes decorative toppings like googly eyes, colorful sprinkles and nuts, as well as popsicle sticks and a
silicone popsicle mold. tinyB Monster Chocolate Pops are gluten-free and preservative-free. Each kit
makes four complete popsicles and retails for $59.
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Submit a Request for Proposal
(RFP) to suppliers of your choice
with details on what you need with
a click of a button
START YOUR RFP
Browse our Gold Book for all the
suppliers and products your
company needs to be successful.
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Food Safety Summit
The 25th
annual Food
Safety Summit is the industry's
premier event connecting food
safety professionals throughout the
supply chain with timely, actionable
information and practical solutions
to improve food safety! Learn about
the most recent outbreaks,
contaminants, and regulations from
leading subject matter experts.

Evaluate the most effective
solutions with interactive exhibits
from leading suppliers. Connect and
network with a community of food
safety professionals throughout the
supply chain.
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Webinar Sponsorship
Information
For webinar sponsorship
information, visit
www.bnpevents.com/webinars or
email webinars@bnpmedia.com.
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Does your company plan to develop or
introduce products over the next year
that fit any of the following trends?

Vegan candy
Sugar-free/reduced sugar
candy
Confectionery snacking
products
Cannabis-infused confections
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Natural Food Flavors and
Colorants, 2nd Edition
Although many foods are appealing, and even
perceived as natural, in spite of containing
synthetic additives, consumer increasingly
prefer food products which are fully natural.
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Related Directories
Cargill Cocoa & Chocolate

Divine Chocolate

Pyure Brands LLC

Cargill Cocoa & Chocolate offers a wide
range of both standard and customized
cocoa and chocolate ingredients to be used
in food manufacturing, bakery, confectionery,
beverage, and dairy applications. Our
product range includes high-quality Gerkens
cocoa powders, chocolate brands including
Ambrosia, Merckens, Peter’s, and Wilbur
coatings, fillings, cocoa liquors, and cocoa
butters.

Divine Chocolate is co-owned by the
100,000 farmer members of Kuapa Kokoo,
the cooperative in Ghana that supplies the
cocoa for each bar of Divine. As owners,
they get a share in the profits, a say in the
company, and a voice in the global
marketplace.

Pyure's best tasting stevia extracts,
erythritol, specialty granulations and nosugar added chocolate chips, coatings &
compounds add sweetness and indulgence
without excess sugar or calories. Pyure
sweetness ingredients are trusted for taste
& quality by millions of producers, retailers
and families who insist on living a healthier
lifestyle without sacrificing sweetness.

Get our eNewsletter delivered to your inbox Twice-weekly!
Candy Industry delivers new product information, trends, news and insider perspectives to your inbox each
Monday and Wednesday. You will also receive 'Breaking News' editions that will provide you news that
matters most to your business.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
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